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The coupling of few nucleons 
	
Ø Neutron-proton correlation from the 

binding energy 
The residual np interaction 

Ø Systems with identical particles in 
single-j orbitals 

Ø Neutron-proton spin-aligned pair 
coupling 
vJ=1 pairs 
vQuartet 
 



The	average	proton-neutron	interac@on	and	Wigner	enenrgy 

J.-Y.	Zhang,	R.F.	Casten,	D.S.	Brenner,	Phys.	Le9.	B	227	(1989)	1. 



The	average	proton-neutron	interac@on	and	Wigner	enenrgy 

CQ, Physics Letters B 717, 436 (2012)  

J.-Y.	Zhang,	R.F.	Casten,	D.S.	Brenner,	Phys.	Le9.	B	227	(1989)	1. 

P.	Van	Isacker,	D.	D.	Warner,	and	D.	S.	Brenner	
Phys.	Rev.	Le9.	74,	4607	(1995)	





Wigner energy from HF+QCM  

(no Coulomb) 
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T=1 pairing has a significant contribution to Wigner energy  ! 
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D. Negrea and N. S, PRC (2014)   

from	N.	Sandulescu	



•    pairing is treated exactly by diagonalisation •  empirical s.p energies  spliting !          
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PHYSICAL	REVIEW	C	92,	024306	(2015)	

Mac-mic calculation without np pairing 



The	average	proton-neutron	interac@on 

CQ, Physics Letters B 717, 436 (2012)  

J.-Y.	Zhang,	R.F.	Casten,	D.S.	Brenner,	Phys.	Le9.	B	227	(1989)	1. 



Seniority with isospin 

Odd-even staggering 

Pairing energy in mass formula 



CQ, Physics Letters B 717, 436 (2012)  

Addi@onal	binding	for	N=Z	nuclei 



The	residual	np	interac@on	in	odd-odd	nuclei	
from	binding	energy	systema@cs:	
Two	quasi-par@cles	in	the	even-even	sea	

|j1j2;J1>	
|j1j2;J2>	
….	

ZY	Wu,	S.A.	Changizi,	C	Qi,	Phys.	Rev.	C	93	034334	(2016)	



N=Z	odd-odd	nuclei	



Neutron-proton pairing 
correlation 

More is different 



The 12+ spin trap in 52Fe 

The predicted 16+ spin trap in 96Cd 

The relative positions of these spin traps are sensitive to the strength of the 
interaction VJ=2j  

Trivial	examples:	
The	spin	trap	isomers: 

CQ,	Phys.	Rev.	C	81,	034318	(2010).	

 

CQ,	Phys.	Rev.	C	81,	034318	(2010).	
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² For systems with n=4 and isospin T=0, there are three isoscalar pairs and three isovector 
pairs; 
² For those with T=2 (four identical nucleons), we have six isovector pairs. 

The energy expression 

E.	Moya	de	Guerra,	A.	A.	Raduta,	L.	Zamick,	and	P.	Sarriguren,	Nucl.	Phys.	A	727,	3	(2003).	
CQ,	Phys.	Rev.	C	81,	034318	(2010).	
I.	Talmi,	Nucl.	Phys.	A	846	(2010)	31.	



CQ,	PRC	81,	034318	(2010)	
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CJ =0
I (nn) = CJ =0

I (pp) = CJ =0
I (np)

Average	“number	of	pairs”	



Dussel	et	al,	arXiv:0704.1594		
	

Off-diagonal long range order (ODLRO) 



Ø Isovector	(T=1):	J=0,2,..,2J-1,	J=0	term	a9rac_ve	(pairing),	others	close	to	zero	
Ø Isoscalar	(T=0):	J=1,3,..,2j,	strongly	a9rac_ve	(mean	field)	

² The	J=1	and	2j	terms	are	the	most	aQracRve	ones.	
² 	L=0,J=1	pairing	
² The	aligned	pair	was	not	much	studied	

T=0	

J=1	 J=2j	
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cosθ12 =
J(J +1)
2 j( j +1)

−1

J.P.	Schiffer	and	W.W.	True,	Rev.Mod.Phys.	48,191	(1976)	

T=1	

J=0	

General	proper@es	of	the	effec@ve	interac@on	



Monopole Hamiltonian 
Determines average energy of eigenstates in a given 
configuration. 
•  Important for binding energies,  shell gaps 

 
 
Monopole centroids 
•  Angular-momentum averaged effects of two-body interaction 
•  The monopole interaction itself does not induce mixing between 

different configurations. 
•  Strong mixture of the wave function is mainly induced by the residual 

J=0 pairing and QQ np interaction 
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na	,		Ta		…	number,	isospin	operators	of	orbit	a	



J=0	

J=1	
J=Jmax	

J=0	

J=1	
J=Jmax	

J=0	

J=1	
J=Jmax	

•  What	ma9er	for	the	wave	func_ons	are	the	rela_ve	values	
between	different	two-body	matrix	elements	with	same	
isospin	(the	mul_pole	channel)	

•  The	monopole	interac_ons	determine	the	rela_ve	posi_ons	
of	states	with	different	total	isospin	(and	the	symmetry	
energy)		

	



The coupling of few nucleons 
	The	v=0	state	is	uniquely	defined,	but	…	

|� = 2;JM� = (P+
j )(n�2)/2A+(j2JM)|�0�

|g.s.� = |� = 0;J = 0� = (P+
j )n/2|�0�



The coupling of few nucleons 
	

Three	iden@cal	par@cles	

This	can	be	tested	by	knock	out/pair	transfer	reac_ons	

The	v=0	state	is	uniquely	defined,	but	…	

|� = 2;JM� = (P+
j )(n�2)/2A+(j2JM)|�0�

|g.s.� = |� = 0;J = 0� = (P+
j )n/2|�0�

You	may	use	any	degrees	of	freedom	you	like	to	describe	a	
physical	system,	but	if	you	use	the	wrong	ones,	you’ll	be	sorry.	
Weinberg’s	third	law	of	progress	in	theore_cal	physics	



Hsi-Tseng	Chen,	Da	Hsuan	Feng,	and	Cheng-Li	
Wu	Phys.	Rev.	Le9.	69,	418	(1992)	



The coupling of few neutrons and protons 
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s! S=0! S=0!

S=0! S=1!

(a)! (b)!

(c)! (d)!

Ψπ ⊗Ψν

In	‘shell	model’	

Or	we	can	do	like	these	
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The	striking	feature	is	that	if	we	project	it	on	to	np	coupled	terms,	the	wave	func_on	can	be	
represented	by	a	single	term		

Usually	the	wave	func_on	can	be	
expanded	as	

The	thus	obtained	wave	func_on	is	a	mixture	of	
many	component	as	a	result	of	the	np	interac_on	

96Cd	(2n-2p):		A	simple	example	to	show	the	pair	content	

CQ	et	al,	PRC	84,	021301(R)	(2011).	 



96Cd	
I	

J=9	J=9	
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96Cd	(2n-2p):		A	simple	example	to	show	the	pair	content	

The	calculated	spectrum	show	a	equidistant	pa9ern	
along	the	yrast	line	up	to	I=6;	
A	naive	picture	is	that	the	angular	momenta	of	the	states	
are	generated	by	the	rearrangement	of	the	angular	
momentum	vectors	of	the	aligned	np	pairs.	
	
	



Interac@ng	Boson	models	with		
aligned	np	pair 

S.	Zerguine	and	P.	Van	Isacker,	Phys.	Rev.	C	83,	064314	
(2011). 

Pair	trunca@on	shell	model	approaches 

G.	J.	Fu,	J.	J.	Shen,	Y.	M.	Zhao,	and	A.	Arima	Phys.	
Rev.	C	87,	044312	(2013) 





Seniority-like	 Equidistant	pa9ern	

It	is	strongly	a9rac_ve	since	this	maximally	aligned	configura_on	has	maximal	overlap	between	
the	proton	and	neutron	wave	func_ons	

CompeRRon	between	the	np	aligned	coupling	and	like	nucleon	aligned	coupling?	

The	spin-aligned	pair	plays	a	crucial	role	



Non-unique	ways	to	define	a	many-pair	state	

CQ	et	al,	PRC	84,	021301(R)	(2011).		
Z.X.	Xu,	C.	Qi,	J.	Blomqvist,	R.J.	Lio9a,	R.	Wyss	Nucl.	Phys.	A	877,	51	(2012).	
C.	Qi,	Prog.	Theor.	Suppl.	196,	414	(2012).	



Quartet-like	coupling	



Quartet-like	coupling	



Averaged	number	of	par@cles	in	different	shells	for	92Pd 

Extending	to	a	space	with	several	orbitals	



‘Superallowed’	alpha	decay	around	N=Z	nuclei	

Shell	model	
calcula_ons	on	the	
alpha	forma_on	
amplitude	in	N=Z	
nuclei.	



Four particle spatial correlation vs alpha 
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Overlap	between	the	full	wave	func@on	and	that	generated	by	the	J=1	pair	
Hamiltonian	
2n-2p	(44Ti)	outside	40Ca	

fp	shell	 f	 f7/2	 degenerate	f7/2	and	f5/2	

The J=1 pair 



R.	Thoër,	B.	Cederwall,	CQ	

Experimental and calculated 1+ and 0+ in 
odd-odd N=Z 



Calculated	low-lying	0+	states	



• The	np	pair	correla_on	from	the	binding	energy	
difference	
• Neutron-proton	spin-aligned	pair	coupling	in	N=Z	
nuclei	
vCrucial	building	blocks	of	the	nuclear	many-body	
wave	funcRon.		
vImportant	part	of	the	effecRve	two-body	
interacRon.		
vExhibiRng	regular	low-lying	spectra	and	E2	
transiRon	probabiliRes.		
 

Summary	
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